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Lightweight virtual machines (VMs) are prominently adopted
for improved performance and dependability in cloud environments. To reduce boot up times and resource utilisation,
they are usually “pre-baked" with only the minimal kernel
and userland strictly required to run an application. This introduces a fundamental trade-off between the advantages of
lightweight VMs and available services within a VM, usually
leaning towards the former. We propose VMSH, a hypervisoragnostic abstraction that enables on-demand attachment of
services to a running VM—allowing developers to provide
minimal, lightweight images without compromising their
functionality. The additional applications are made available
to the guest via a file system image. To ensure that the newly
added services do not affect the original applications in the
VM, VMSH uses lightweight isolation mechanisms based
on containers. We evaluate VMSH on multiple KVM-based
hypervisors and Linux LTS kernels and show that: (i) VMSH
adds no overhead for the applications running in the VM,
(ii) de-bloating images from the Docker registry can save up
to 60% of their size on average, and (iii) VMSH enables cloud
providers to offer services to customers, such as recovery
shells, without interfering with their VM’s execution.

1

Introduction

Virtualisation is the cornerstone of cloud computing. Cloud
providers predominately use virtual machines (VMs) to consolidate and isolate multiple tenants on a single physical
host [2, 127]. To enable virtualisation, the Linux kernel-based
virtual machine (KVM) [72] is the de facto mechanism in
the cloud since it uses hardware acceleration to enforce compartmentalisation [44, 50, 87, 106].
With an increased demand to support performance-critical
workloads, there is a significant thrust towards designing
lightweight VM solutions to minimise the virtualisation overheads [2, 22, 80, 94]. These solutions provide reduced memory footprints and fast boot up times [83], which makes
them suitable for increasingly popular deployment models,
such as serverless [13, 116, 119]. Furthermore, lightweight
VMs improve dependability properties since they strive to
minimise the trusted and reliable computing base [80].
The key to build lightweight VMs is to minimise their root
image size. This entails removing additional services, such
as monitoring and inspection tools, which are not used in
normal application deployments. Therefore, the VM images
strive for reduced software dependencies; thus, enabling
agile development.
While lightweight VMs provide a promising approach for
modern cloud workloads, they are limiting in other crucial
scenarios at the same time. In particular, the deployed file system images are typically pre-built and must be re-deployed
for every change—even during testing. This limitation is especially amplified when the users need additional tools or
services on-demand that are initially not a part of the lighter
VMs. Re-building images can be particularly bothersome
when development tools are missing for debugging, monitoring or repairing VMs. The following re-deployment requires
complex interplay between many cloud components and
configurations. And finally, it always means that the virtualised system is restarted and all measurable or debuggable
state is lost.
This fundamental trade-off between the advantages of
lightweight VMs and available services within a VM manifests in the form of restricted functionalities provided by
VMs. On the one hand, the users want pre-baked lightweight
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VMs for performance. However, adding more software in
a non-disruptive way is difficult because of the variety of
lightweight VM stacks. To work around these limitations,
the cloud providers offer a plethora of purpose-built and
highly specialised management agents [8, 40, 41, 82] and
tracing libraries [5] which again counteract advantages of
lightweight VMs such as their dependability properties (§ 7).
To this end, we ask the following research question: Can
lightweight VMs be extended with external functionality ondemand and non-disruptively?
To address this problem, we propose VMSH, which provides an abstraction for accessing KVM-based VMs for tasks
such as inspection, debugging, or modification. VMSH enables users to add functionality to VMs non-disruptively and
connect to newly attached programs via a console. Software
packages added to lightweight VMs with VMSH do not require modifications. Moreover, the original guest userspace
is protected from accidental harm. To maintain generality,
VMSH provides an abstraction over the hardware and APIs
of different KVM-based hypervisors, to offer a uniform hardware interface.
VMSH achieves this by side-loading kernel code from the
hypervisor into the guest. This code registers hypervisorindependent block and console devices. It then spawns a
container-based system overlay that mounts the file system from the block device, which contains the service to
be started in the container. The user can interact with the
injected service over the console device and work with the
original guest outside of the guest overlay. To protect the
guest from accidental harm, VMSH is container aware and
mounts namespaces selectively.
Our implementation currently targets KVM-based hypervisors with Linux kernels both in the host and the guest. To
side-load external code in the VM, VMSH operates directly
on the hypervisor’s KVM and conducts a binary analysis on
the VM’s memory to load a kernel library into the guest. For
VMSH to serve a file system image to start programs from,
we implement a block device following the VirtIO standard.
We evaluate VMSH across four dimensions: robustness,
generality, performance, and effectiveness. Lastly, we evaluate three use-cases. For robustness, we run the xfstests [60]
suite and show that VMSH’s block device does not have any
regressions compared to the QEMU implementation (§ 6.1).
We demonstrate VMSH approaches its goal of generality by
successfully testing 4 industry leading KVM-based hypervisors and all current long-term support versions of the Linux
kernel (§ 6.2). We measure performance with the Phoronix
Test Suite [65] and fio [54], and find no slowdown of the
guest while VMSH is attached (§ 6.3). For effectiveness, we
strip popular Docker images on Docker Hub [28] from unused files such as user tools which might become obsolete
through VMSH (§ 6.4). With an average size reduction of 60%,
VMSH promises to ease adoption of lightweight VMs by allowing their on-demand attachment. Finally, we implement

three real-world use-cases that make VMSH a key element
in cloud infrastructures (§ 6.5).
Our contributions can be summarised as follows:
• We propose an abstraction which allows to extend
lightweight VMs at run time independently of the
guest and hypervisor (§ 2.2). This enables lighter VMs
by removing tools from VM images while still being
able to attach them back to the VM on-demand (§ 2.3).
• We design a system for hypervisor-independent sideloading into a VM of a generic guest-overlay that does
not impose limitations on both the original guest application or the spawned service, and a device that can
be attached to hypervisors non-cooperatively (§ 4).
• We implement (§ 5) and evaluate (§ 6) VMSH. We
show that it is compatible across many hypervisors and
Linux versions, that it does not slow down the original
VM guest, and that its use-cases have the potential to
reduce image sizes of lightweight VMs.

2

Background and Motivation

We first provide a brief background on KVM and virtIO to
understand the design details of VMSH.
Kernel-based virtual machine (KVM). Hardware-assisted
virtualisation uses capabilities on host processors to enable
efficient full virtualisation. Full virtualisation emulates the
complete hardware environment to allow running an unmodified guest OS that uses the same instruction set as the host
machine. Kernel-based virtual machine (KVM) is a kernel API
for Linux (also FreeBSD and Illumos) that provides an abstraction layer on top of hardware-assisted virtualisation capabilities of different CPU architectures. KVM is the default virtualisation API used by major cloud providers [44, 50, 87, 106].
The actual program that runs the guest OS, called the hypervisor, is implemented in the userspace and uses KVM.
KVM hypervisors include QEMU [93], Firecracker [2], Cloud
Hypervisor [22] and crosvm [42]. The hypervisor sets up
the initial CPU and memory and emulates the devices, e.g.,
block, console, NICs. VMSH attaches to VMs mainly targeting KVM.
VirtIO. Emulating physical hardware is slow and causes
significant overheads compared to the native execution on
real hardware. Thus, most paravirtualised hypervisors rely
on devices based on the VirtIO standard to improve the performance and simplify the interface between the hypervisor
and the guest. VirtIO defines a common interface for VMoptimised device emulation (network devices, block devices,
etc.) [99, 118]. Most hypervisors implement VirtIO devices
and their guest drivers exist for all major OSes. Depending on
the device type, VirtIO specifies a number of consumer/producer virtqueues in shared memory, which the device in
the hypervisor and the driver in the guest use to exchange
data. VirtIO has two major transport mechanisms, based on
either memory mapped IO (MMIO) or on the PCI standard.
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Dependability services. Cloud customers tend to have a
wide range of distributions and versions installed [9]. Therefore, integrating provider tools into guests can be challenging. VMSH makes it possible to decouple these services from
the guest userland. For example, cloud providers could use
VMSH to attach the following services to their customers’
VMs:

In VMSH, we implement the MMIO variant, which is more
widespread, especially in microVMs [2, 32, 57, 95].
2.1 Cloud VM agents and their limitations
Many of the use cases of VMSH can already be fulfilled by
agents running in cloud VMs. However, such agents have
several disadvantages:
In an enterprise setup, these network-facing VM agents
and management services are usually only accessible to additional management networks that are not connected to
the Internet and/or require additional key management for
authentication. Moreover, VM agents are either provider- or
hypervisor-specific and must be adapted for each guest OS.
In particular, in the Linux ecosystem, there are a variety of
distributions and versions, making it difficult to test all the
different combinations. VMSH shifts complexity away from
both the user and the provider, making it easier to create
portable services. Since VMSH relies only on the kernel, it
can even work in failure mode when most of the guest user
space is not working.

• Rescue systems in case of misconfiguration, including
network misconfiguration or forgotten passwords. Existing implementations of such services require rebooting into a recovery system [26, 47].
• Monitoring tools are currently used to gather coarsegrained information about the resource usage of the
entire guest [74]. VMSH provides a more fine-grained
view as it gives access to the guest OS metadata, such
as the process list, resource usage, etc.
• Security scanner tools that track out-of-date or insecure packages. This is already done in the container
space [6, 39, 51]. VMSH enables similar techniques to
track and update packages in the VM space.
De-bloat VM images. VMSH allows cloud providers and
developers to build lightweight VMs [14, 97, 120, 123] by
omitting debugging and administration tools from main applications deployed in a VM. Such an approach reduces the
size of deployed images, providing multiple advantages. First,
the cost of storage is reduced. Second, smaller image sizes
lead to faster scale-up times as the amount of data transferred
over the network is low. Finally, the build time required to
generate the images is also reduced. Moreover, current installations only contain tools that are required to log into the
VM. With VMSH, on-demand debugging environments can
be packed with more tools, benefiting the cloud customers
administrators and developers. These environments would
only need to be deployed by the cloud provider in exceptional cases and could be reused for different application
VMs on a host. This improves the security of running the
VM, as services such as SSH are no longer required.

2.2 Motivation: The Missing Abstraction in VMs
Attaching programs or services at run time to today’s VMs
is a complex task since accessibility is provided by services
like SSH, requiring key management and configuration.
On serverless platforms, that often means redeploying
the whole application, which is disruptive and might mask
the error’s origin due to the loss of the VM state. Moreover,
the lack of a consistent hypervisor management API is a
hindrance for adding virtual devices at run time.
We therefore need an abstraction that reduces this complexity down to a universal and simple interface that is used
to execute arbitrary applications on-demand inside VMs.
Container runtimes offer a similar user experience with
container-exec tools like docker exec. VMSH aims to satisfy
this requirement for VMs too, and aims to work with many
state-of-the-art hypervisors and Linux kernel versions.
Using our new abstractions, we show multiple use cases
that target different application scenarios, that we hope can
empower cloud providers and application developers alike. In
the long run, we also hope that we can motivate new virtualisation standards which improve performance and long-term
stability compared to VMSH. We envision a vm-exec device
that allows one to start binaries, while not depending on
vendor-specific guest agents. In this way, VMSH provides
out-of-band management similar to IPMI [52]/Redfish [27]
on physical hardware.

Serverless frameworks. Serverless offerings usually run in
lightweight VMs to improve isolation between instances. Developers usually do not have access to the environment running the instances. Additionally, these images often contain
only a minimal management layer from the service provider,
and the main application that the developer wants to deploy.
For error and performance debugging, the user has access to
minimal resource metrics exposed by the provider [7] and
logging information from the application itself [4]. By making VMSH available to users, cloud providers could grant
their customers access to these serverless instances, e.g., by
integrating VMSH into a Web-IDE to perform interactive
debugging. This would allow for more time-efficient debug
cycles compared to having to re-deploy the application on
every modification.

2.3 Example Use-cases Enabled by VMSH
Given the vm-exec device abstraction, we can enable a range
of new services that help administrators and developers to
operate or run VM workloads (also see § 6.5).
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services, from the mounted file system image and redirects
its input/output to the VMSH’s console device.

accesses

Guest
process

Overlay

...

3.2 Threat Model
In a typical cloud deployment scenario we consider for VMSH,
VMs are used to multiplex hardware resources on a single physical machine among multiple untrusted tenants.
Through hardware-assisted virtualisation, the VMs are isolated from each other; thereby protecting their confidentiality, integrity and availability. Hence, we assume that the
hardware, the host OS and the hypervisor is included in
VMSH’s trusted computation base (TCB). While attacks on
this TCB have been successful [92], they are out of scope for
VMSH.
Attackers may compromise a VM in multiple ways. To escape a VM, they can attempt to exploit vulnerabilities in the
hypervisor [98], as they contain complex device implementations that contribute to a relatively large attack surface.
In Section 4.5, we describe the design choices we take as
countermeasures to reduce the risk of such an attack. Previous work on hardening the security of KVM [11] and of
the hypervisor [67] is orthogonal to our contributions with
VMSH.
Exploiting VMSH to gain access to a VM is another attack
vector and requires another successful exploit. VMSH drops
all privileges beyond the ones of the hypervisor after the
setup phase for security hardening (see § 4.5).
A critical point in the security and integrity of customer
assets, i.e., the VM, are cloud providers, as they control the
hardware. They are responsible for executing VMSH on behalf of the customer. VMSH therefore enables providers to
leverage their power over the physical hardware. Providers
thus face great responsibility, as their position opens several
attack vectors: rogue administrators with direct hardware
access, misconfiguration of hardware provisioning or weak
access policies can lead to unauthorised access to machines,
thus infringing VM security. Providers have a strong incentive to mitigate those risks because they are legally liable
for such data compromises. Therefore, we do not assume
malicious providers or administrators for the security considerations of VMSH, even though we acknowledge them as
risks.
Related research, motivated by active IT security inspection of VMs, focuses on the stealthiness and integrity of
injected code execution [18, 124]. In our scenario, the VMSH
user and the VM owner are the same entity and trust the
guest. This assumption makes intrusion detection with VMSH
unreliable, but enables other hardware intensive workloads
as shown in our evaluation (see § 6).

VMSH
Guest kernel
FS image
Console

VM

attaches

Host

Figure 1. A user attaches a custom file system image to a
VM and starts a shell from the image using VMSH. (Orange
refers to VMSH components running on the host and blue to
the ones in the guest.)

3

Overview

3.1 System Overview
To realise the vm-exec abstraction for VMs (Section 2.2), we
design VMSH, a system that allows users to extend VMs at
run time. A dedicated file system image provides the additional tools and services that execute transparently, without
any help from a guest agent, the hypervisor or the guest OS.
As shown in Figure 1, VMSH runs natively on the host,
in parallel to the hypervisor process. VMSH attaches to the
hypervisor, and spawns a container-based overlay running
on top of the guest kernel. From the supplied file system
image, this overlay can start applications, connecting them
to VMSH’s console. These applications, e.g., a shell, run in
guest userspace. To this end, VMSH strives for the following
design goals:
• Non-cooperativeness: VMSH must not rely on agents
in guest userspace.
• Generality: VMSH shall be agnostic to the underlying
hypervisors and should not depend on hypervisorspecific APIs. Also, it shall support a wide range of
different guest kernel versions.
• Performance: We aim to have no degradation in performance of applications running in a guest where
VMSH is attached. Performance of the attached tools
and services is secondary, but they need to be usable.
Figure 2 shows how VMSH attaches to a VM and spawns
tools and services to interact with the applications and kernel
1 VMSH attaches its console and
inside the VM. In step ⃝,
block device to the hypervisor to serve the user supplied file
2 a library is side-loaded into the
system image. In step ⃝,
guest kernel. The library starts the guest drivers to make
VMSH’s console and the file system image available to the
3 the library spawns a process that
guest kernel. In step ⃝,
creates the guest overlay container. The file system image
is mounted as the overlay’s root file system and existing
guest mountpoints are made available under the directory
4 the spawned process starts tools or
/var/lib/vmsh. In step ⃝,

3.3 Design Challenges
Next, we present the three challenges that we address when
designing the vm-exec abstraction.
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need to strike a balance between the number of kernel features needed by VMSH and the functions it interacts with
that could possibly change across kernel versions.
To address this issue, we build a minimal kernel library
by offloading as much functionality as possible to existing
kernel drivers (see § 4.2).

4 Shell
3

root: /

spawned
process

...
/var/lib/vmsh

#3 Communication over VirtIO devices. From an enduser perspective, one should be able to run any application,
by attaching to the VM, and access application’s input and
output. However, there is currently no easy and transparent way in which we can make additional application files
available to the guest at run time and redirect their IO to the
host.
Therefore, we build a block and a console device that enable us to overcome these issues. Hypervisors such as QEMU
and Firecracker emulate devices within the hypervisor itself.
Since we aim to be hypervisor-agnostic, the devices have to
run outside the hypervisor process, without its cooperation.
This requires us to overcome two challenges:

Guest overlay

Console device
Block device
1

VMSH

Console
driver
Block
driver
side-loaded
library

VM root
2

Guest kernel
VM

Figure 2. VMSH sets up its devices in the guest by sideloading a kernel library. The virtual block device backs the
overlay’s root. The virtual console handles console inputs/outputs of the spawned process.

1. VMSH needs to handle MMIO-triggered VMEXITs in
the hypervisor which are caused by the guest accessing
MMIO addresses of the devices.
2. Data to be exchanged between the guest driver and the
VMSH device needs to be written to queues located in
virtual guest memory and shared with VMSH.

#1 Side-loading code into guest VMs. As described in § 3.1,
VMSH works by side-loading a library into the guest kernel,
which then mounts the file system image with the required
applications. Side-loading code into the guest VM would
traditionally require a cooperative guest agent running inside
the VM or hypervisor-specific APIs.
The increasing variety of new, lightweight hypervisors
lack common APIs. QEMU provides a debugger interface
that can be used for code side-loading, while also allowing
one to attach disks at run time. Crosvm [42] only has the
former whereas Firecracker [2] and kvmtool [126] lack both.
In other cases, such features, even when supported by hypervisors, are obscured by orchestration frameworks, such
as OpenStack [34] or Containerd [23].
APIs for interacting with hypervisors are therefore sparse,
heterogeneous and incomplete. Consequently, side-loading
code into the guest is challenging for VMSH since it aims
to be hypervisor-agnostic and not require guest agents. To
overcome this, we design VMSH to access the underlying
KVM API (see § 2) without any help from the hypervisor
(see § 4.1).

To (1.) intercept MMIO accesses, VMSH uses one of two
methods: a slower debugger-based approach and a novel
KVM feature called ioregionfd [107]. The (2.) queues themselves are read from the hypervisor memory via system calls.
We describe the design of our hypervisor-independent VirtIO
devices in § 4.3.

4

Design

To address the design challenges, we next describe how we
load kernel code into the guest VM (§ 4.1) and techniques to
analyse the guest memory to enable VMSH to load the kernel library (§ 4.2). We describe mechanisms to serve VirtIO
devices (§ 4.3). Then, we explain the layout of our containerbased system overlay (§ 4.4), and finally discuss the security
implications (§ 4.5).
4.1 Hypervisor-agnostic Side-loading for VMs
As described in § 3, it is the responsibility of the side-loaded
kernel library to mount devices and spawn the userspace
process that creates the guest overlay container. However,
this has to occur without any help from a guest agent or the
hypervisor. To address challenge #1, we present the design
of VMSH’s framework that enables side-loading of code into
a guest VM, independent of the hypervisor userspace implementation used. In our design, we focus only on KVM-based
hypervisors. Although the concept could be ported to other
Type2 hypervisor APIs, e.g., XEN, which has a userspace

#2 Building a side-loadable library. VMSH aims to ensure
that the side-loaded kernel library integrates with a wide
range of kernel versions and without a guest agent. Therefore, VMSH has to find kernel function addresses which the
library needs and calls at run time. Finding those functions
through binary analysis is difficult, especially with the Linux
kernel as the internal kernel API and data structures are
not considered stable. Hence, it is not trivial to build a sideloadable library that would work for all kernel versions. We
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so that its own execution is visible to the guest, e.g., by using
kernel logging, its execution cannot be reliably interrupted
by the guest. Therefore, it is important that providers obtain
their clients’ consent before attaching VMSH to a virtual
machine. For clients who do not trust their providers, code
injection could only be safely prevented by using memory
encryption and attestation such as AMD SEV [1].
Modern operating systems use hardening techniques such
as Kernel Address Space Layout Randomisation (KASLR),
which maps the kernel to random locations in virtual memory at each boot. In the next section, we describe the binary
analysis techniques used by VMSH to recover random location of the kernel and its functions in memory.

Userspace

Kernel
VMSH

Device
space

KASLR
range

Kernel
modules

Figure 3. Address space mappings between hypervisor virtual memory and guest physical/virtual memory.

4.2 Kernel-agnostic Library
As previously stated, VMSH side-loads a kernel library into
the guest that enables mounting devices and spawning a
guest userspace process. This library is not a Linux kernel
module as we do not use Linux’s load mechanism (also see
§ 5). Because of KASLR, mapping the kernel library into
the correct location is challenging. Hence, to address challenge #2, we present the design of VMSH’s binary analysis
framework that provides VMSH with information about the
location of the kernel and relevant kernel function addresses
that are used within the side-loaded kernel library.
Although KASLR randomizes the kernel location, the kernel itself is placed into a fixed number of slots in memory,
located in a fixed address range [53]. VMSH can therefore
locate the kernel by iterating over the guest VM’s page table
entries.
VMSH also searches for the location of the function name
section in the guest OS, e.g., located at .ksymtab_strings in
Linux (other OSes provide similar mechanisms [35]). The actual function addresses are stored in a different data structure
(.ksymtab), whose size is unknown. Since this data structure
contains references to the function name section, VMSH
checks for valid references to estimate its size. VMSH then
uses the data structure to figure out the addresses of all exported kernel functions in memory. These addresses are used
by VMSH to fix up kernel function references in the library
being side-loaded into the guest via VMSH’s custom binary
loader.
With the kernel function references resolved, VMSH uses
the discovered kernel address range to side-load the kernel
library into the guest, by writing it into hypervisor memory.
To load it in such a manner that there are no collisions with
existing guest physical allocations set up by the hypervisor,
VMSH allocates new guest physical memory at the upper
end of the guest address space. We observe that all the tested
hypervisors tend to use physical addresses from low to high.
With the kernel library side-loaded into guest physical
memory, it needs to be mapped into guest virtual memory,
so that it can be run from within the guest VM. The library
is mapped into the guest virtual memory by updating the

hypervisor that uses the kernel API, we have not explored
this area.
To side-load arbitrary applications into the guest, VMSH
first side-loads a kernel library into the guest to mount devices and spawn userspace guest processes. This can be done
by loading the library into guest physical memory. The hypervisor has the guest physical memory mapped into its
own address space (see Figure 3). VMSH can use this fact
to find the location of the guest physical memory and sideload code. However, we cannot rely on hypervisor-specific
APIs to perform this operation in a hypervisor-agnostic way.
VMSH circumvents this limitation by injecting system calls
into the hypervisor process. This is required as the OS only
allows to manipulate the guest from the hypervisor process.
To be able to run system calls in the hypervisor process,
we rely on debugging APIs provided by process tracers such
as ptrace. This allows VMSH to control and inspect the state
of the hypervisor process, and consequently the guest VM.
It does so by interacting directly with the low-level kernel
API, KVM in our case. Using this, VMSH first interrupts the
hypervisor process. Next, VMSH prepares the system call
arguments by updating the CPU registers according to the
CPU-specific system call ABI. When system calls require
pointers to memory, VMSH allocates and maps the allocated
memory into the hypervisor address space, and performs
reads and writes to that memory region via inter-process
memory access system calls. We describe this in § 5, specifically for the KVM API.
Using the low-level hypervisor API, i.e., KVM, VMSH
queries the vCPUs of VM. It then dumps the register state of
a vCPU to reveal the location of the page table, i.e., CR3 register on x86 and TTBR0 on arm64, which provides information
about virtual memory mappings of the guest VM.
Using this information, VMSH side-loads the kernel library
into the guest VM. It then uses the low-level hypervisor API
to update the guest instruction pointer register to run from
the library’s code. Although VMSH is intentionally designed
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guest’s page tables. Once again, we take advantage of the
fact that the KASLR range is known, as described previously. Moreover, once the kernel is loaded at boot time into
a random location in memory, no more changes are made
afterwards. Hence, it is safe to map the side-loaded library in
virtual memory right after the kernel, as shown in Figure 3.
Once the library is loaded into the guest VM and can
be executed, VMSH modifies the instruction pointer of the
guest VM’s vCPU, via the low-level hypervisor API, to run
the library’s code. To synchronise events between VMSH
running on the host and the side-loaded library running in
the guest, we use a shared memory region that the guest
polls for updates from VMSH and vice versa.

old mount points of the guest are moved under the directory
(/var/lib/vmsh). Using a mount namespace ensures that these
mount points are not propagated to existing guest processes
except the ones started by VMSH.
Additionally, VMSH can attach to containers running inside VMs, which is becoming the standard method to run container workloads due to improved security benefits. VMSH
is not tied to a specific container engine, e.g., Docker, lxc,
containerd. Instead, it uses the process ID of a containerised
process running inside the VM to get information about the
process (UID, GID, Apparmor/Selinux profiles, namespaces,
cgroups, capabilities) and applies the context to the newly
established interactive shell.

4.3 Hypervisor-independent VirtIO Devices
The side-loaded kernel library is used to register VMSH’s
VirtIO devices. These devices need to be run in a hypervisoragnostic manner, and must therefore run in a process external to the hypervisor. Hence, to address challenge #3, we
design VirtIO block and console devices that run inside the
VMSH process. VMSH uses the block device to serve the
file system image containing applications and the console
device to redirect the application’s input and output outside
the guest VM.
VMSH uses the VirtIO protocol to serve both types of
devices. In the following, we explain the general flow for
the block device driver. The guest driver enqueues block
IO requests into its virtqueue for the VMSH block device
to consume (Fig. 4/1.). VMSH’s block device processes the
request and enqueues the response into the other virtqueue
(Fig. 4/2.). To indicate new requests in the queue, the guest
driver also notifies the block device by writing to an MMIO
register (Fig. 4/3.). As the corresponding MMIO addresses
are not backed by physical memory, writing to them causes
a VMEXIT. Since VMSH’s devices run in a process external
to the hypervisor, we need to trap such accesses and handle
them in VMSH’s respective device. In § 5, we describe the
two ways in which we can trap and handle MMIO accesses
to VMSH’s devices from the guest. To notify the guest driver about new items in VMSH’s virtqueue, we trigger an
interrupt through KVM using an irqfd (Fig. 4/4.).

4.5 Security
In this section, we discuss the design decisions to minimise
VMSH’s impact on security, as it increases the hypervisor’s
attack surface by adding more functionality to it. As explained in § 3.2, VMSH requires customers to place trust in
their cloud providers and include them into their TCB. The
main threat is from a colocation attack where an adversary
controls the VM, and could exploit VMSH to escape from
the VM and get access to the host or in turn to other VMs.
Firstly, attached services are confined within the VM as
they are executed in it by the side-loaded library. The sideloaded library in the guest kernel and the application thus
run in the same privilege domain as the guest. Hence, VMSH
does not impact the attacker’s capability because they could
run similar code without it. To safely prevent side-loading
from any party, VM memory encryption and attestation
could be used as discussed in Section 4.1.
Secondly, the largest part of the attack surface is contributed by VMSH’s devices which are emulated on the host.
Those devices are the only channels added by VMSH leading from attached services onto the host: they lead into a
file backing the block device, and into a terminal for the
console device, respectively. VMSH is written in Rust to further improve memory safety by the use of safe abstractions.
To reduce the risk of security bugs in VMSH’s devices, we
rely on production-tested libraries that are also used by Firecracker, crosvm and Cloud Hypervisor. The alternative to
adding VMSH’s devices is to rely on networking as a communication channel, which involves large, error-prone software
stacks that need configuration.
Thirdly, to find the physical memory inside the hypervisor
address space, we use an eBPF program. Therefore, VMSH
currently needs privileges beyond those of an unprivileged
user. In our prototype, those capabilities are dropped before interacting with the guest/hypervisor to not increase
the privileges exposed to a potential attacker. In the future,
we plan to move this part into a dedicated setuid binary to
improve security.
In comparison to guest agents installed by some VM providers, VMSH shifts the responsibility of secure authentication

4.4 Container-based System Overlay
After setting up the devices, the kernel library spawns a
userspace process in the guest (see Figure 2). However, the
spawned process and additional devices may require an environment that would conflict with the guest VM’s root file
system, e.g., configuration files in /etc. Such conflicts can be
avoided by using containerisation techniques.
These conflicts arise when applications rely on absolute
paths to files existing on both file systems. To resolve possible
conflicts, VMSH employs mount namespaces. The file system
on the block device provided by VMSH is mounted as the
root file system in a newly created mount namespace. All
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Figure 4. VMSH communication infrastructure based on the VirtIO protocol. Guest and host components share data through
virtqueues (1, 2). Notification is performed through MMIO regions (3) and KVM (4).
and authorisation from the customer to the provider. Such
provider-supplied management APIs increase the attack surface. But we believe that, comparatively, VMSH does not
increase the TCB, because those APIs do not require network access from the guest network, mitigating remote code
execution bugs [81].
Overall, we think that VMSH does not significantly increase the risk of colocation attacks. In our considerations,
we omit the possibility of VMSH being misused by providers
as they are legally liable if they compromise customer VMs.

5

KVM API to figure out the physical memory layout of the VM
and its corresponding mappings in the hypervisor virtual
address space, we extract this information from the host
kernel data structures using a small eBPF program we attach
to the KVM function kvm_vm_ioctl(). This function is called
by the host kernel when a KVM system call is injected. Our
eBPF program parses the data structure containing all guest
allocations and their offsets in the hypervisor memory from
the function’s arguments.
VirtIO devices. VirtIO devices run as background threads
in VMSH. We implement the devices by using existing Rust
libraries from the rust-vmm [121] project. These libraries are
also used in Firecracker, crosvm and Cloud Hypervisor. We
extend their backend to read from and write to another process’ memory as described in § 4.3. We optimise the performance by mapping the block device as a file into memory and
use the process_vm_readv()/process_vm_writev() system
calls to copy data between the hypervisor process and the
block device file, directly in the host kernel. This doubles the
performance in Phoronix benchmarks as shown in § 6.3.
As outlined in § 4.3, VMSH traps accesses to MMIO addresses for device initialisation and driver updates (also see
Figure 4/3.). In VMSH, we either rely on a ptrace-based
solution or KVM’s ioregionfd as described next.

Implementation

VMSH is written in Rust (13k LoC), except for a small trampoline code written in assembly, used in our kernel library
entrypoint. VMSH consists of three programs: the host executable with VirtIO devices, a guest kernel library and a
guest userspace program. The host executable contains both
the sideloader that uploads the code into the guest kernel
as well as the VirtIO device implementation. For ease of deployment, we build VMSH as a single binary, with the guest
kernel library and guest userspace program embedded in its
data section.
Sideloader. The sideloader is responsible for uploading our
guest kernel code into the guest. In our implementation, we
target the KVM API instead of relying on a particular KVM
userland hypervisor. To figure out the number of vCPUs, we
use Linux’s /proc file system to iterate over the hypervisor’s
file descriptors and identify those that belong to KVM by
resolving symbolic links in /proc. The sideloader then uses
the ptrace system call to interrupt the hypervisor process
with PTRACE_INTERRUPT to perform the system call injection
described in § 4.1. VMSH uses the process_vm_readv() and
process_vm_writev() system calls to read from and write
to the hypervisor memory, respectively. Some system calls,
e.g., the KVM irqfd system call, return a file descriptor that
the sideloader sends back to its respective host process using
an injected UNIX socket.
Prior to uploading, the sideloader needs to locate the guest
memory in the hypervisor memory. Since there exists no

Ptrace. To start executing a vCPU, the hypervisor uses the
ioctl(KVM_RUN) system call and blocks, waiting to be woken
up by returning from the system call. Inside the guest, when
an MMIO access occurs, a VMEXIT is triggered, unblocking
the hypervisor process. We use ptrace to hook into this
system call’s entry and exit, effectively allowing us to create
a wrapper around it. The hypervisor thread running the
respective vCPU will be interrupted each time, until we
resume it. During this period, we use the memory mapped
vCPU file descriptor of KVM to parse the MMIO request and
handle it.
Ioregionfd. Using ptrace adds an overhead to all VMEXITs,
as we add context switches to the VMSH process. This can
hurt the performance of the guest application. Therefore,
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Supported Hypervisor
Unsupp. Hypervisor
Tested LTS kernels

we offer support for KVM ioregionfd, a feature currently
under review for inclusion into the Linux kernel [107], as an
alternative to wrap_syscall. This feature allows an MMIO
region to be associated with a file descriptor, that can in turn
be used to notify the VMSH process. It uses sockets to send
MMIO accesses to the device that handles them.

Table 1. Hypervisor and kernel support.

Guest kernel library. We build this component as a shared
ELF library. The entry point to the library uses a trampoline
that saves and restores registers. This allows VMSH to ensure the guest jumps to the library rather than having to call
it. Most common OSes do not provide a stable ABI. Hence,
the kernel interface that our library uses should be minimal
to avoid possible breaking changes between different kernel
versions and maximise code reuse. In our prototype, we target the Linux kernel and also test portability across different
kernel versions in § 6.2. In total, we use twelve kernel functions (two for driver registration, four related to file IO, five
related to process/threads).

disable Intel Turbo boost. Before each IO related benchmark,
we discard all data with the SSD TRIM command.
6.1 Robustness
We evaluate the robustness of VMSH, and more precisely
the VMSH block device, vmsh-blk, to ensure completeness
and correctness according to the POSIX standard.
Benchmark. We use xfstests, a test suite widely adopted
by the kernel community for fuzzing and regression testing
of file systems [60] and block devices [61]. xfstests contains
tests suites to ensure correctness and completeness of all file
system related system calls and their edge cases, including
crashes and reported bugs.

Guest userspace program. To keep the kernel library small,
we offload as much functionality as possible to the guest
userspace. The guest program is a statically linked executable
that is copied into the guest VM by the kernel library into
a writable path, i.e., /dev. Once started, the guest program
will then setup the container-based system overlay that is
described in § 4.4.

Methodology. We select the “quick" test group which contains the majority of tests. We run those tests by provisioning
a physical block device with two XFS partitions to be supplied as test and scratch partitions. We aim at being as robust
as the native and the QEMU block device (short: qemu-blk),
and define failure of this benchmark as vmsh-blk failing any
test that succeeds on native or qemu-blk. Since the "quick"
xfstests mostly produce small block device accesses, we
create a long running test, the sustained load test, that calculates the sha256 checksum of a large OS image.

Implementation status. VMSH currently targets the Linux
kernel. The VirtIO devices are standardised and portable to
other OS guests. However, the side-loaded kernel driver and
userland code need to be adapted to other operating systems.
We do not see this as a major limitation given that Linux
dominates the public cloud market share [25]. Due to the
low-level nature of the project, we only support the x86_64
architecture. We have plans to port our system to arm64. An
architecture port would require to extend the system call
injection, as well as register and page table handling. VMSH
is limited to KVM-based hypervisors, i.e., with hardware
acceleration, see Section 4.1. It also works with as well as in
nested VMs, given that the nested hypervisor is running on
KVM too [17].

6

QEMU, kvmtool, Firecracker, crosvm
Cloud Hypervisor
v5.10, v5.4, v4.19, v4.14, v4.9, v4.4

Results. Out of the 619 tests, all succeed natively. For both
qemu-blk and vmsh-blk, three tests (0.5%) fail. The three
failed test cases are related to quota reporting, i.e., reporting
file system statistics. Additionally, some tests do not apply
to our setup, i.e., tests for a different file system or wrong
XFS version, and are automatically skipped by xfstests. To
summarise, since vmsh-blk passes all tests that are passed by
known-good devices, we conclude that the vmsh-blk device
has no regressions w.r.t. qemu-blk.
6.2 Generality
To showcase the generality of our approach, we evaluate the
portability of VMSH across different hypervisors and stable
Linux kernel versions (see Table 1).

Evaluation

We evaluate VMSH across the following dimensions: robustness (§ 6.1), generality (§ 6.2), performance (§ 6.3), and effectiveness (§ 6.4). Lastly, we evaluate three use-cases (§ 6.5).

Hypervisors. We develop VMSH using QEMU as the primary target. However, we expand our scope to the following
KVM-based hypervisors: QEMU [93], kvmtool [126], Firecracker [2], crosvm [42], and Cloud Hypervisor [22].
VMSH is able to support 4 out of the 5 hypervisors. Cloud
Hypervisor is the exception as it uses PCIe’s MSI-X messages
for its interrupt handling. Therefore, it is incompatible with
MMIO as a VirtIO transport channel. We plan to extend
VMSH to support VirtIO over PCI for Cloud Hypervisor.

Experiment setup. We perform our experiments on a machine with an Intel Core i9-9900K CPU with 8 cores (16 hyperthreads, 16 MiB L3 cache), 64 GiB of DDR4 memory. All disk
benchmarks are run on a dedicated Intel P4600 NVMe 2TB
drive. The host OS is Linux version 5.12.14. For performance
related benchmarks, we use QEMU with KVM as the hypervisor and start the VM with 8 GiB of RAM and 4 vCPUs.
For better reproducibility, we pin the hypervisor vCPUs and
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The second challenge we face is Firecracker’s restrictions
on what system calls are allowed to be executed by each
thread individually, using seccomp [59]. For now, we disable
the seccomp filter for Firecracker as it interferes with our
system call injection. In the future, we will either provide a
VMSH compatible seccomp profile for Firecracker or implement a heuristic that only runs system calls on threads that
are allowed by seccomp.

baseline

Compile Bench: Compile
Compile Bench: Create
Compile Bench: Read tree
Dbench: 1 Client
Dbench: 12 Clients
FS-Mark: 1000 Files, 1MB
FS-Mark: 1k Files, No Sync
FS-Mark: 4k Files, 32 Dirs
FS-Mark: 5k Files, 1MB, 4 Threads
Fio: Rand read, 4KB
Fio: Rand read, 2MB
Fio: Rand write, 4KB
Fio: Rand write, 2MB
Fio: Sequential read, 4KB
Fio: Sequential read, 2MB
Fio: Sequential write, 2KB
Fio: Sequential write, 2MB
IOR: 2MB
IOR: 4MB
IOR: 8MB
IOR: 16MB
IOR: 32MB
IOR: 64MB
IOR: 256MB
IOR: 512MB
IOR: 1025MB
PostMark: Disk transactions
Sqlite: 1 Threads
Sqlite: 8 Threads
Sqlite: 32 Threads
Sqlite: 64 Threads
Sqlite: 128 Threads

Kernel versions. Side-loading code into the Linux kernel
can be quite challenging as there is no stable internal kernel
API or ABI. To keep a project like VMSH maintainable, it is
necessary to ensure that only a minimal kernel API is used.
We develop VMSH against the latest version of the kernel,
5.12 at the time of development. To estimate how much
maintenance will be required to support future versions, we
backport to older kernel versions. We focus mainly on longterm support (LTS) versions, as those versions are guaranteed
to receive security and build fixes for a long period. The
analysed kernel versions are listed in Table 1. We run VMs
using QEMU with the guests running each of the kernel
versions. We then try to attach to them with VMSH and
analyse the changes needed for that kernel version to work.
The most impactful change across versions is that the
memory layout of kernel symbols, which we need to parse
before uploading our own binary to the guest, changed twice.
However, by using consistency checks, i.e., checking whether
a kernel symbol name points to a valid string, we are able
to check all variants in parallel. For 2 out of the 10 required
kernel functions (kernel_read and kernel_write), we have to
support different variants to maintain compatibility.
Structure definitions that we pass to kernel functions
when registering devices are more brittle: 2 out of 4 kernel
structures have to be conditioned depending on the kernel
version. It took one person a week’s worth of time to cover
5 years of kernel development. From this, we conclude that
we can also support newer kernel versions in the future with
a reasonable amount of effort.

0

1
2
Lower is better

3

Figure 5. Relative performance of vmsh-blk for the Phoronix
Test Suite compared to qemu-blk.

6.3 Performance
We evaluate VMSH’s performance using a range of workloads: (A) the Phoronix test suite [65], (B) impact of attaching
VMSH on the guest application’s performance, (C) fio [54],
and (D) the responsiveness of the console device.
A: Phoronix test suite. We start with evaluating how
VMSH affects performance of real-world applications based
on the Disk test suite [66] of the Phoronix Test Suite [65].
This suite consists of Compile bench [21], DBENCH [10],
fs_mark [125], Flexible I/O Tester [54], IOR [85], PostMark [58]
and Sqlite [24]. We use the default parameters defined by the
Phoronix Test Suite. In this benchmark, we compare QEMU’s
block device, qemu-blk, with vmsh-blk, our block device in
VMSH.
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The results are shown in Figure 5. On average, VMSH
is 1.5 × ±0.6 slower than qemu-blk. The fio tests accessing
large chunks of data (2 MB) are the slowest benchmarks,
being up to 3.7× slower than qemu-blk. fio is the only benchmark of the suite that uses direct IO. This bypasses the guest
page cache and hits the block device with every request,
which explains the slow down. Other applications (CompileBench: IO workload of a Linux kernel build process, Postmark: mailserver workload with small files, FS-Mark: file
creation, DBENCH: file server workload) are more read and
file system metadata (inode) heavy. These types of workloads benefit more from a fast page cache and fast in-kernel
processing, and therefore have less or no overhead. Unexpectedly, Sqlite insertion turns out to be not very write-heavy,
but it spends significant time creating and unlinking its journal (inode heavy operation). The IOR benchmark writes a
file with increasing block size. In contrast to fio, it uses the
page cache with a hit rate of approximately 20%. Therefore,
there is less overhead when run in VMSH compared to the
baseline.
To summarise, we see acceptable overheads w.r.t. to the
real-world applications, with an average 1.5× slowdown
compared to qemu-blk. In practice, the guest workload applications will continue to use the QEMU block device, and not
vmsh-blk. They will therefore not suffer from these slowdowns. The only applications affected by this slowdown are
the ones using the device mounted through vmsh-blk, which
should not impact developers’ productivity significantly.
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Figure 6. fio with different configurations featuring qemu-blk and vmsh-blk with direct IO, and file IO with qemu-9p.
B: Guest device performance under VMSH. We now
evaluate the performance impact of VMSH on the other devices attached to the guest, unrelated to VMSH. We do so by
running comparative benchmarks with fio [54] and measure
two metrics, throughput and the number of operations per
second (IOPS), on qemu-blk devices while a vmsh-blk device
is attached to the VM. Using fio’s libaio backend, we measure the maximal throughput by using the most favourable
conditions, i.e., large block sizes (256 KiB) and sequential
accesses. We measure the IOPS by choosing small block sizes
(4 KiB), thereby maximising per-access software overheads,
and sequential accesses, to avoid hardware bottlenecks.
Figure 6a shows the throughput results of these experiments while Figure 6b shows IOPS. qemu-blk shows the
performance of the vanilla QEMU block device, with no
vmsh-blk device attached. The other setups with qemu-blk
show the performance of the device while a vmsh-blk device
is attached, using different implementations of the device
(ptrace or ioregionfd, see § 5). The interesting values for
guest device performance under VMSH are tagged by a †
symbol.
Our measurements show that when VMSH is attached
to a VM, the throughput and IOPS of qemu-blk devices on
the VM are the same as without VMSH when using the
ioregionfd implementation. However, with the wrap_syscall
implementation, both throughput and IOPS on the qemu-blk
device are negatively impacted. Read throughput is reduced
by 1.5× and IOPS by 6×. This performance degradation is
due to the overhead added to every system call performed

by QEMU and its devices. For every VMEXIT triggered by
an MMIO access, VMSH has to check if it is related to a
vmsh-blk device. This is not a problem with the ioregionfd
implementation since KVM already filters MMIO accesses
for the VMSH MMIO region in the kernel.
The overheads of the ptrace implementation violate the
goal of non-invasiveness. Since this is the most important
performance metric for VMSH, ioregionfd is the best implementation of vmsh-blk.
C: vmsh-blk performance with fio. Using the same fio
benchmarks, we now evaluate the intrinsic performance of
vmsh-blk. We first compare it to qemu-blk using direct/block
IO. We then compare our block device-based approach to
the host file system sharing using file based IO with the 9p
protocol (virtio-9p [96]). Results are also shown in Figure 6.
native shows the performance of the benchmarks running
directly on the host, with no virtualisation involved, and
showcases the best performance achievable on the machine.
The setups with vmsh-blk show the IO performance of the
device attached through VMSH with both implementations.
First, we observe that the native throughput can be achieved
through virtualisation with direct IO. However, in terms of
operations per second, native is at least 2× faster than any
virtualised solution. This is due to additional data copies
and context switches between the hypervisor and the host
kernel.
As for vmsh-blk, throughput and IOPS are halved compared to qemu-blk, indifferent to the used implementation
(see results tagged with ∗). This degradation is expected
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Figure 7. VMSH-console responsiveness compared to SSH.
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since VMSH triggers more context switches than qemu-blk.
IO operations are cooperatively handled by the guest driver
running in the VM process and the VMSH virtual device
running on the host (see Figure 4). In this benchmark, the
time spent copying data between the guest and the host page
cache is identical for qemu-blk and vmsh-blk, thus leaving
the number of context switches as the main reason for the
performance hit. Over the same sampling period, we measure twice as many context switches for vmsh-blk compared
to qemu-blk.
With file-based IO, the read throughput significantly drops,
due to the use of the page cache (see ‡). fio sequentially
accesses new blocks and never reuses previously read blocks,
therefore suffering the cache’s overhead while never actually
using it. qemu-9p has poor IOPS compared to qemu-blk (7.8×
lower) because of the use of two stacked file systems. Every
operation goes through the guest file system and page cache,
as well as through the host’s file system and page cache,
therefore crippling qemu-9p’s IOPS.
Finally, vmsh-blk suffers a 94% write and 7% read overhead
in throughput compared to qemu-blk (40% write/2.3% read
overhead compared to qemu-9p), but still has good IOPS
(14% degradation compared to qemu-blk and is 7× better
than qemu-9p). The latter is the most important metric for
VMSH because attached devices would be more prone to
small sized IOs than large ones (see § 6.5 for use cases).

after

Figure 8. VM size reduction for the top-40 Docker images
(average reduction: 60%).
the core application—additional tools in the VM images are
not necessary and can be loaded on demand thanks to our
overlays.
Dataset: Docker Hub. We analyse the top 40 most downloaded official container images from Docker Hub [28].
Methodology. Using the Docker Hub dataset, we build lightweight VMs by identifying the files that are strictly required
for the application, while removing the unnecessary files,
e.g., additional tools or services. In particular, we run each
container image in a QEMU-based hypervisor [89]. In the
guest’s initial ramdisk, before the application starts, we add
a custom system call tracer based on sysdig to record all
paths opened by the VM [55]. Using this, we build a new
minimal VM image containing only these files and check
that the application still works.
Results. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the reduction in
VM image sizes to build lightweight VMs. Image sizes are
reduced by between 50% and 97%, on average by 60%. When
analysing the files removed in the process, we observe that
a number of tools are installed, including package managers,
coreutils and shells. Only 3 of the 40 containers are reduced
by less than 10%. We find that these containers are using a
single statically linked Go executable instead of depending
on OS images.
Note that since we are analysing container images instead
of VM images, these results are conservative. In general, VM
images package a higher number of tools that are unrelated
to the application, compared to containers. This is due to
the fact that VMs are harder to inspect, making it important
to have tools that are pre-built into the image. We believe
that with VMSH, we can enable an ecosystem where these
tools could be pruned from the VM images and attached on
demand at run time, thereby promoting lightweight VMs.

D: VMSH-console responsiveness. For interactive scenarios, e.g., a console, throughput is less relevant than latency.
We evaluate this by comparing the latency of the VMSH
console to SSH and to "the minimum viewing time needed [by
a human] for visual comprehension" [91].
We measure the round-trip of a shell input by connecting
one end of a pseudo-terminal seat (pts) [73] to a shell. We
then use the other end to submit an echo command to the
shell and measure the time elapsed until the echo response
arrives. Our measurements show that, with around 0.9ms,
the latency of the VMSH console is very similar to the one
of SSH (see Figure 7). The latency of the VMSH console is an
order of magnitude faster than the capabilities of the human
eye [91], making it sufficient for real life use cases.

6.5 Use-cases
To show the applicability of VMSH in real-world scenarios,
we implement and publish three use cases.
Use-case #1: Serverless debug shell. First, we demonstrate
that VMSH fits well into serverless stacks, and improves
their dependability properties [86]. In general, Function-asa-Service (FaaS) systems are hard to debug because when

6.4 Effectiveness
We evaluate the effectiveness of VMSH for building lightweight VMs by quantifying the reduction in VM image sizes
when the virtualised infrastructure provider deploys only
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Virtualisation. Chen and Noble describe the problem of
recovering high-level OS state from guest memory [20].
This ‘semantic gap’ has since been approached [38] and formalised [90]. Executing code inside a guest has been done by
reusing userspace execution contexts [30, 45] or by injecting
kernel modules [88, 103, 124], akin to VMSH’s sideloader.
Introspection usually aims at stealthiness and erases proofs
of tampering the guest’s execution [18, 37, 124].
To keep the host isolated from the guest, additional VMs
are proposed to contain the inspection tool [36, 88]. VMSH
has the same guarantees towards the host by only exposing
a dedicated block device and console. However, our guest
overlay is more tightly coupled to the guest, which enables
an easier tooling workflow for the user.

requests cause errors, it is difficult to pinpoint the source of
the error [100]. To help developers debug FaaS deployments,
we provide them with an interactive shell in lambda-function
instances. In particular, we integrate VMSH into vHive [119],
a knative-compliant stack running serverless workloads in
slim Firecracker-containerd VMs [2, 31]. Thereafter, we parse
logs from vHive’s lambda functions for errors, and then
locate the Firecracker process that hosts the faulty lambda
in order to attach to its hosting VM with VMSH and provide
an interactive shell to it. While the user interacts with this
shell provided by VMSH, our integration prevents shutdown
of the lambda-function’s VM by scale-down events. Overall,
VMSH can thus be integrated into existing virtualised lambda
environments, e.g., vHive, in a non-invasive manner without
changing the environment’s fundamental design.

Container. Contrary to VM introspection as done by VMSH,
there is no semantic gap to bridge with containers. Cntr [111]
creates a nested namespace in a container. The host file system is then made available via fuse and mounted into the root.
This way, a user can bring all their tools with them into the
container. In the context of Kubernetes, ephemeral containers [63] can be used to deploy software, e.g., an interactive
debugging environment, into another pod. This approach is
locked in to Kubernetes. Systemd-sysext [79] overlays file
systems with extension images using overlayfs [76]. It can
be used to install packages without modifying the underlying file system. VMSH’s guest overlay, on the other hand,
avoids all dependencies on the guest userspace to maximise
generality.

Use-case #2: VM rescue system. In cloud environments,
when users lock themselves out of their VMs, they need rescue assistance from their hosting provider. Therefore, the
providers offer a range of rescue systems, e.g., password recovery services to their customers [26, 47]. However this
usually requires a user-installed agent in the VM image, a
reboot to access the file system directly, or booting a recovery virtual machine that has access to the file system. With
VMSH, we build a simple, agent-less recovery image containing the chpasswd [102] command, that can be attached while
the VM is still running. In general, VMSH can be used to
build different kinds of rescue systems without interrupting
the VM.
Use-case #3: Package security scanner. With the increasing popularity of containers, cloud providers offer services
to scan containers automatically for security vulnerabilities [6, 39, 51]. With VMSH, this service can be expanded to
VMs without the need for additional agents inside the VMs.
In particular, we write a scanner that checks the installed
packages in Alpine Linux-based virtual machines against an
online database [3] of known security vulnerabilities and
report them.

7

VM miniaturisation. Library OSes [15, 16, 101, 104, 115,
117] reduce VM size by merging the kernel and user application into a single binary. Unikraft [64] combines the aspects
of micro-library OSes and unikernels [69–71] to reduce the
kernel’s CPU and RAM overheads. VMSH is orthogonal since
it targets the overhead due to userspace tools not vital to
the application. Micro-kernels instead split up their functionality horizontally, which is beneficial for verification and
security [12, 46, 48, 49, 62]. VMSH follows similar principles
by offering essential functionality in a separate host process
and guest overlay, acting upon IPC.
New hypervisors are built [2, 22, 42, 94], smaller and less
complex, to reduce overheads [80, 83, 95] and attack surface. Many of them are written in memory-safe languages [2,
22, 42, 122], while others are formally verified [68]. Their
miniaturisation is also advanced, as virtual devices are extracted into separate processes with vhost-user [78, 108, 128].
While vhost still requires modifications on the hypervisor
side, VMSH does not and operates non-cooperatively.

Related Work

We discuss the related work that solves similar use-cases.
Guest agents. The trivial solution to many of VMSH’s usecases is to install agents connected to a network into the
VM guest. For instance, SSH [75] is typically used for interactive debugging. For tasks like automated management of
updates, user accounts or configurations, cloud providers
offer a multitude of agents [8, 40, 41, 43, 77, 82]. Agents
are also used for distributed tracing in serverless environments [19, 33, 56, 105, 114]. According to Sambasivan et
al., this variety is justified, as one size does not fit all usecases [100]. VMSH on the other hand is agent-less, attaches
on-demand and does not interfere with the guest’s userspace
by default. Its maintenance, configuration and policy enforcement can be done independently from the guests.

8

Conclusion

In this work, we present VMSH, a hypervisor-agnostic system to build lightweight VMs. VMSH provides an abstraction
of guest overlays to extend lightweight VMs at run time independently of the guest and hypervisor. Using this abstraction,
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VMSH enables lightweight VMs to extend their VM images
with additional tools and services on-demand at run time.
We design VMSH as a system for hypervisor-independent
side-loading into a VM, a generic guest-overlay that does
not impose limitations on both the original guest application
or the spawned service, and a device that can be attached to
hypervisors non-cooperatively. Our evaluation shows that
VMSH is compatible across many hypervisors and Linux
versions, that it does not slow down the original VM guest,
and that its use-cases have the potential to reduce image
sizes of lightweight VMs.
Artifact. VMSH is publicly available as an open-source
project along with the complete evaluation setup [112].
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Artifact Appendix

To test the serverless use case we also require set up
vHive [119] instance. To simplify this process by providing, we provide a configuration example for NixOS, with
further details described in the artifact itself [86].

A.1 Abstract
This artifact contains the implementation and scripts to
reproduce the experiments and figures from the Eurosys
2022 paper — "VMSH: Hypervisor-agnostic Guest Overlays
for VMs" by J. Thalheim, P. Okelmann, H. Unnibhavi, R.
Gouicem, P. Bhatotia. VMSH provides a hypervisor-agnostic
abstraction for KVM that enables on-demand attachment of
services to a running VM—allowing developers to provide
minimal, lightweight images without compromising their
functionality.

A.2.4 Benchmarks. Next to our own measurment scripts
and tests we also rely in our artifact on the following public
benchmarks/tests:
• xfstests [61]
• Phoronix benchmark [65]
• fio [54]

A.2 Description & Requirements
A.2.1 How to access. The latest source code of VMSH
can be found on github [112]. The version used during the
Artifact Evaluation has been also uploaded to zenodo [113]
(git sha1 0bf900e4869d232f665f2c77518880662f2e86a5). This
repository also contains most of the evaluation code and
graph-generation scripts with two exceptions:
In the evaluation of effectiveness (Section 6.4), we forked a
QEMU-based hypervisor called runq (see [55]) and extended
it with tracing functionality to measure which files are used
in a container. In the same repo, we also put all the scripts
needed to reproduce this part of the evaluation.
For the use case of the serverless debug shell in Section 6.5,
we have created a separate project page [86]. The repo also
contains the necessary configuration for setting up a vHive [119]
instance, the serverless platform on which we tested. The
instructions on how we run the effectiveness evaluation and
the serverless debug shell are also included in the VMSH
repository.
A.2.2 Hardware dependencies. VMSH requires commodity x86-CPUs with native hardware-virtualisation. For better
reproduciblity, we provide information about the hardware
we used to reproduce the same results in our repository
evaluation documentation [110]. For measurements we used
a dedicated NVME drive that was reseted and reformatted
after each run.
A.2.3 Software dependencies. We require the following
software configuration to reproduce our experimental results.
• Operating system: Linux, compiled with the CONFIG\_
IKHEADERS=m kernel compile option, for better performance we also optionally use the ioregionfd patch [109]
• Nix [84]: For reproducibility, we use the Nix package
manager to download all the build dependencies. We
have fixed the package versions to ensure reproducible
evaluation.
• Docker [29] to evaluate Experiment E7. “VM size reduction”
• Python 3.7 or newer for the script to reproduce the
evaluation.
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A.3 Set-up
Install nix as described on its homepage [84].
The use-case ‘serverless debug shell’ from Section 6.5 is
set up by including the nix module definitions from lambdapirate [86] into your NixOS configuration. Those modules
are already applied on the machines provided by us.
A.4 Evaluation workflow
The evaluation script tests/reproduce.py runs all the experiments. This script only depends on Python and Nix as
referenced in the software requirements. All other dependencies will be loaded through Nix. If the script fails at any
point it can be restarted—after the restart, it will continue
with the incomplete builds or experiments. Each command
it runs will be printed during the evaluation along with environment variable set. The evaluation script is executed as
follows:
$ python . / t e s t s / r e p r o d u c e . py
A.4.1 Major Claims. The claims we make for VMSH can
be grouped into generality, performance and functionality:
• (C1) Generality: VMSH supports a wide range of KVMbased hypervisors and guest kernel versions (see Section 6.2) listed in Table 1. This claim is confirmed by
the unit tests of experiments (E2) and (E3).
• (C2) Performance: Our main goal is to not affect the performance of applications running in a guest to which
VMSH is connected. The performance of attached tools
and services is secondary, but they must be usable. We
claim that attached tools running through VMSH are
on average 1.5× slower (see Figure 5, Section 6.3). The
VM and devices not connected to VMSH experience no
slowdown (see Figure 6, Section 6.3). Our performance
claims are confirmed by the benchmarks and graphs
generated by the experiments (E4-6).
• (C3) Functionality: VMSH has a correct and functional
implementation. We evaluate its robustness in Section 6.1 (E1), measure the potential of VMSH to reduce
the size of boot images in Section 6.4 (E7) and test the
use-cases from Section 6.5 in (E8-10).
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A.4.2 Experiments. All benchmarks except Use-case #1
are fully automated, hence the time is given in machine time.
To run the evaluation, execute the tests/reproduce.py.
This will generates all graphs in this paper.
• (E1) Section 6.1 Robustness (xfstests) (~2h): This runs
xfstests and reports how many tests pass per implementation.
• (E2) Section 6.2 Generality, hypervisors (5min): This
is a unit test from VMSH itself, that tests attaching of
VMSH against the tested hypervisors.
• (E3) Section 6.2 Generality, kernels (5min): A unit test
that attaches VMSH to guests with different LTS kernel
versions. The guests run in QEMU.
• (E4) Figure 5: Relative performance of vmsh-blk for
the Phoronix Test Suite compared to qemu-blk. (~5h)

• (E5) Figure 6: fio with different configurations featuring qemu-blk and vmsh-blk with direct IO, and file IO
with qemu-9p. (~2h)
• (E6) Figure 7: VMSH-console responsiveness compared
to SSH. (5min)
• (E7) Figure 8: VM size reduction for the top-40 Docker
images (average reduction: 60%). ( 1h with Gigabit
Ethernet)
• (E8) Section 6.5 Use-case #1, Serverless debug shell
(2min): This usecase is executed interactively following the instruction on its project page [86].
• (E9) Section 6.5 Use-case #2, VM rescue system (1min):
A unittest that resets the password of a guest using
VMSH.
• (E10) Section 6.5 Use-case #3, Package security scanner
(1min): A unit test that scans installed alpine packages
of a virtual machine using VMSH.
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